UV-C Chamber for N95 mask.
List of Supplies
1. Two 13w UVC germicidal drivers and bulbs - $65 each
2. CDX plywood - $5
3. Felt weather seal - $3
4. Latch - $1.5
5. Hinges - $2
6. Hooks - $1
7. Mirrors – Free – Drops from local glass shop
8. Mirror glue - $4

TOTAL = $146.5

UVC Bulb Drivers

Plywood Box Pieces

1. The size of the box can be adjusted to different masks if needed just keep the distance of the bulb to mask at
around 4 inches. If needed larger/higher wattage bulbs can be used to easily expand the size of the box to
accommodate more masks at one time. For one mask per treatment cut the CDX plywood to the following sizes.
a. 2 pieces of 8” x 8”
b. 2 pieces of 15” x 8’
c. 2 pieces of 15 x 8 7/8”

Glue edges of boards

Nail Boards together

2. Glue and nail tops and sides together. Screws can be used but piolet holes will probably be necessary.

3.

Glue and nail the back board to the box sides.

4. Install hooks in the middle of the box in the four corners.

5. Drill 1 ¾ inch hole in the top left and the bottom right of the box to allow the UVC bulb to pass through.

6. Superglue felt weatherstripping to the face of the box.

7. Install door hinges. Be sure to compress the felt weatherstripping when installing hinges so the door forms a
good seal when it is closed.

8. Cut and Glue mirrors on all surfaces

9. Hang mask in chamber and follow recommended “cook time.” Do not turn on bulbs while door is open. UVC is
extremely damaging to eyes. A plug-in timer can be used to automatically shut the unit off after a determined
amount of time.

